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(IMPORTANCE OF INDEPENDENT AUDITING)

Nail SANLI
Vice President of TÜRMOB

On behalf of accounting and auditing body of our country, I am here to share my ideas about the
place of the auditing in the national economy.
It is certain that, economic growth of the nations depends on the capital accumulation and the result
of this as increase in efficiency. With the globalization, international cooperation and capital flows have
effective function in the national economic growth. Both the production procedures, commercial procedures and capital movement require the proper legal system and business environment where transparent,
international accounting and auditing standards are effectively implemented.
In modern and developed economies, ultimate stage of the management functions of the both public and private entities, organizations and institutions is based on the corporate sense of accountability
(audited). Actually, all parts of the society become more demanded the audits also, private entities accept
that the auditing is an activity that decrease the resource costs and governments accept that the without a
qualified auditing efficiency increase cannot be realized and problems in resource allocation cannot be solved. This necessity result in the different new regulations in the national auditing environment and global
economic and financial crisis increase the regulations according to quantity and quality.
One of the major benefits of the auditing that brings in the national economy is recovery from the
crisis with least loss because of the increased foreign interest to the well audited countries in crisis periods.
Nations that properly audit its economy, organizations and institutions, has a relatively advantageous positions contrary to the other nations in crisis periods.
For the investors who need to have correct and accurate information on the financial structure and
activity structure of the company as investors has no direct control over activities of the invested compa-
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nies, independent auditing practices has extremely important function in the national economies. For this
reason, experts accept that the independent auditing and the development in this area are closely relevant
with the economic development.
With the financial liberalization program which put in effect in 1980s, Turkish economy, entered into
an important structural chance process, experienced the how important the global capital flows influential
on the national economies and has gained the important ground in order to achieve a important market
in the global world.
On the way of becoming an emerging and confident investment center, importance of the auditing
mechanism regarding to transparency, efficiency and quality become visible in Turkey.
Integration in financial environment comes up with the results those requirements in common standards to be sent regarding the financial reporting, comparability of the financial information both within
the country and across the countries and harmonized financial reporting standards.
According to the IFAC’s 2003 Report, accounting and financial reporting form an important component which supports the effective functioning of the emerging markets.
Working approach of the independent auditing using the criteria which provided by IFRS has result
as providing more reliable financial statements from the window of Turkish economy to the world. As a
matter of fact, using a common language that is adopted worldwide is a requisite of both the independent
auditing profession as a “profession” and development objectives of the economy of the country. In this
frame, the expectation is that the relevant parties to direct the development of the profession with reasonable preferences at a common objective point, and that provided an efficient and objectives of which are
set properly professional development whish with the adoption of the international accounting (financial
reporting) standards and international auditing standards. With the extent of the adoption of these principles, the profession will increase its efficiency and the reputation and acquire the EU and international
standards.
On the other hand, it is important to ensure the financial statements and repots must be prepares
according to certain accounting /financial reporting) standards and reviewed by the independent auditing
experts in order to markets to function in a transparent environment based on well and sufficiently informed investors.
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Independent auditing is an essential mechanism in ensuring the information in markets are produced
adequately and correctly and information become a public “good” which could be turn into cash easily.
According to this, independent auditing firstly is a profession that provides public service.
Increasingly importance of the timely presenting the correct and adequate information to the market
actors, makes the independent auditing important as well and thus the social responsibility of the independent auditor is also increased. For this reason, it is important that the independent auditor have to be
more careful when performing his/her profession.
On the other hand, auditing profession suffer from complexity of the principles and the rules, also
struggle with the difficult problems of “information age” in recent years. Accounting scandals which occurred in last periods, hit the public confidence against the management of the listed companies and the quality of the financial statements and the credibility of the financial information become under question. As
a result of this, setting the qualified auditing standards becomes apparent in order to ensure the efficiency
and the integrity of the independent auditing which is internationally improved.
In this regard, IFAC Code of Ethics, which composes the core of the International
Standards on Auditing, is a model for all the principles that are developed and used by
national accountancy profession bodies.
Having an effective corporate governance structure in entities is only possible with producing qualified financial statements and choosing appropriate accountancy policies, ensuring the objectivity and independency in internal and external auditing, providing the proper oversight function of the audit committees, internal control systems are appropriate for the risk assessments and robust approval mechanisms at
general assembly meetings.
The members of independent auditing profession should be independent in the issues regarding auditing while conducting auditing task. Audit independence means to act objectively while collecting evidence,
assessing evidences and results and preparing audit reports. Auditors should keep away from any kind of
intervention that could affect their integrity and objectivity with conflict of interests. However, independence can be harmed when the client’s dependence to his ethical values coincide with auditor’s said requirement. Although there are many components that threat independence, these can be generally categorized within five main groups:
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-Self-interest Threat: Independence can be harmed if an unethical relationship of interests occurs
between independent auditing firm/auditor with client company.
-Self-review Threat: Independence is under threat when determination and assessment reached
within the framework of a business as part of a previous engagement in order to finalize a current audit
is re-considered or the auditor is previously have a task at the client company that can affect the audit.
-Advocacy Threat: An audit firm or an auditor who advocate status or views of a client company
for and against can harm the objectivity.
-Familiarity Threat: Independence can be seriously weakened if Client Company or directors,
managers and staff have benefits because of the close relationships with them.
-Intimidation Threat: Impediment of the impartial and professional skepticism behavior of the
auditor as a result of the threat of client company’s directors or staff implicitly or explicitly causes to give
up conducting auditing independently.
The success of maintaining auditor’s independence, integrity and objectivity in the process of financial reporting depends on the efficiency of the measurements to be taken.
For this reason, it is important that regulatory authority, professional body, audited firm and auditing institution determine efficient prevention methods in order to struggle with the components which
threat the independence.
The main element for the development of independent audit in our country is to create demand. If
demand is not created sufficiently at the auditing services, it is not a proper approach to wait the development of this service.
Entities demanding independent audit in our Country
October 2009
Listed Companies at Istanbul Stock Exchange (IMKB)
Public Capital Markets Company
Bank
Intermediary firm
Insurance Company
TOTAL

322
233
47
103
72
777

(Resources: Web-sites of CMB, The Bank Association of Turkey, Association of Insurance and Reinsurance companies of Turkey)
When we look at the tax auditing which is the most widespread audit type in Turkey:
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The Results of Tax Reviews 2008
AUDIT
REPORT
REVIEWED
DEPARTMENTS
NUMBER
TAX BASE
(YTL)
Inspection Board of
Finance*.
214
1.989.392.091
Tax Inspector Board
2.257 19.205.401.726
Revenues Controllers
2.351
6.906.461.648
Tax Controllers
68.089 48.488.423.808
Tax Office manager.
40.162
2.249.210.344
Total
113.073 78.838.889.618

DIFFERENCE
TAX BASE
(YTL)

TAXES LEVY ON
THE DIFFERENCE
TAX BASE (YTL)

158.452.669
11.828.006.641
190.481.501.165
7.803.234.736
821.694.129
211.092.889.340

12.763.771
1.181.730.547
1.725.714.339
1.693.601.820
78.558.005
4.692.368.482

* Excluded tax and penalty with the amount of 486.976.797 YTL levied as a result of auditing conducted by Inspection
Board of Finance in 2008.

When we look at the taxpayers;
Number of active income tax taxpayers
Number of active corporate tax taxpayers

December 2007
1.727.252
634.569

September 2009
1.696.306
641.698

In 2008, 113.073 reports were prepared by the audit departments authorized to make tax audit. The
auditing ratio is %4.79 even if we accept that each report is prepared for one taxpayer and compare it
with the number of income and corporate tax taxpayers. When we add the reports prepared by the managers of tax offices, the radio is decrease to 3.09 percent. But, as all we know, the tax audit ratio in our
county is between 1-2 percent. The most widespread audit type, tax audit is also quite insufficient level.
The number of entities subject to independent auditing will be increase with the new
Turkish Commercial Law which is expected to be enacted.
We are expecting that Turkish Commerce Law Proposal will give a contemporary shape and way to
economic relations in Turkey. Especially, it is envisaging that auditing is made by independent professionals enables Turkish entities to be transparent and enter into international competition.
The provision about the transactions such as financial statements audit, companies’ spin-off, corpora-
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te merger, changing type, increase and reduction of capital is audited by independent auditing institutions and the provision about the tasks belonging to company’s auditor can also be made by external independent auditor indicate that importance is given to the audit dimension.
International Accounting Standards Board issued International Financial Reporting Standards for
SMEs (Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises) on 9 July 2009.
SMEs in Turkey will transmit to an internationally accepted efficient reporting system with the
implementation of IFRS. Therefore, entities are not only measure their activities and performances
more healthy, but also have an important competitive benefit of gaining external sources for financing needs.
SMEs making financial reporting with internationally accepted standards have the benefits of
decreasing the borrowing costs, acquisition/merger of international company or new partnerships as
well as they, as the future’s big firms make a serious preliminary preparation for opening to the capital markets in the future.
As TÜRMOB, we give rise our works in order to be in line with the international standards on independent auditing practices. With the authority that our Professional Law gives to us, we are setting
auditing standards whish are convergent with the International Standards on auditing, and we are
working for increasing the performance and the quality of the auditing profession; contributing the
independency and the objectivity of the accountancy profession; ensuring the sustainability of the confidence to accountancy auditing and professional members. In this context, to establish an
“Independent Auditing Center” within the TÜRMOB is in our agenda. Parallel to the international practices, in order to have structure that is consistent with the IFAC and EU 8th Directive, by forming a
independent auditing firm registry, activities like registration, public announcement, monitoring... etc.
of the independent auditing firms conducted in that Independent Auditing Center.
With the New Turkish Commercial Code, audit expertise will become in practice. The Auditing
Center that we will be established, will examine the professional members who have certain competencies. Members who could not pass this exam will not become audit expert.
Vision of our professional organization, who takes all this developments into consideration, is to
ensure that the Turkish accountancy and auditing profession fully consistent with the international pro-
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fessional rules and professional framework and professional ethics (professional deontology). In order
to achieve this we are aiming practices consistent with the international accounting standards and
international auditing and assurance standards; a structure consistent with the international accountancy ethics and disciplinary and international education standards; expertise in accountancy profession and certification at this expertise which focused on continuous professional education.
According to the changes professional accountancy members will reshape themselves. In this
change process, the most important mission for our professional organization and for each professional member is to predict the future not to wait for the future. Accountants and auditors will both determine the future of their profession and shape the future of the people and the institutions.

